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New Mb Crusher Drum Cutters: 
When Conditions Are Impossible For Others, 

Mb Enhance Performance And Results. 
 

Almost a year after their launch, results exceed sales forecast 

Already holding  the record for the most complete range of Crushers and Screeners Bucket in the world, MB CRUSHER 
has recently expanded its selection with exclusive products, intended to represent the new production icon: hydraulic 
drum cutters MB-R, available in 3 models, for excavators from 6 to 35 tons. 
 
Particularly suitable for rocks and leveling concrete surfaces, in quarry excavation, tunneling, demolition and road works, 
the drum cutters MB have won the trust of even the more demanding operators with their high performance. 
 
Accuracy and reduced size makes them ideal for applications in urban areas and confined construction sites, generally 
difficult to manage with large machines. They stop at nothing performing even in arduous work sites: 
 
Icy Land / Tough Materials / Materials With Different Hardness 
 
MB CRUSHER design team, is pleased to take you on a short journey to discover the features of these new products, 
designed to be innovative and handy. We are reveling for the first time their strengths and cutting-edge technological 
characteristics compared to existing cutters on the market. 
 
Compact And Stable: 
Extremely compact and specifically designed with a low center of gravity to significantly improve the overall balance and  
drastically reduce  the strain and vibrations on the  excavator arm. 
 
Unique And Performing: 
The only one in the world with the patented system - twin direct drive motor  - which allows force distribution in the two 
drum heads. In case of materials with different harnesses,  MB drum cutters mold by using a proportional  force 
depending on the tenacity of the material, thus resulting in increased stability and reduced stress on the excavator arm. 
 
Versatile And Efficient: 
Small and tenacious, ideal for application in excavations, mining, tunneling, demolition, quarrying, road works and above 
all urban construction sites. Reaching  best level of performance with natural materials (rocks, stones, frozen ground), 
but also with plaster and wall coverings. With excellent results in galleries finishing operations and tunnels excavations. 

Sturdy And Reliable: 
The use of raw materials of undisputed superior quality characteristics, guarantee to MB drum cutters durability even if 
used every day in the most extreme conditions. Last but not least the special MB custom hydraulic system limits the 
demand for fluid and provides a significant cooling effect, prolonging the excavator business. 
 

Established in Italy in 2001, MB CRUSHER is globally affirmed through 8 branches, logistics centers located in the 
various continents and a network of dealers and authorized workshops located throughout the world. Inside the new 
Headquarters of Fara Vicentino, on a total area of over 17,000 square meters, they manage all the phases, design, 
production and trading, a fully monitored chain to ensure the 100% Made in Italy 

 
Reference website: http://www.mbcrusher.com 

 


